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What is Agile Planning?
Flexible solutions for how to operate regardless of the status of the pandemic

Planning for a variety of
circumstances

Readying your business to easily
adapt to changes in
regulations/public health
guidance

Building resilience and trust with
your employees and your
clients/customers

Restrictions Are a Reality
Likely the next phase as we see businesses start to re-open

1. Plan for the new reality not a return to pre-March 2020.
2. This is new for everyone, so communication is essential. Ensure
2-way dialogue on re-opening consideration occurs between
management and employees and with customers.
3. Although the hope is that we progress forward to fewer and
fewer restrictions, many are predicting we will oscillate between
levels of restriction.

3 Basic Levels
Lockdown
Non-essential employees work from home; no childcare available; schools closed; contact with customers
virtual or curbside; expect higher than average absences, government subsidies likely, but not guaranteed;
significantly higher mental health burdens; risk of productivity losses due to conflicting demands and fewer
leisure activities to recharge employees

Restrictions in Place
Hybrid of some employees on-site but many still working from home; work schedules will need to be adjusted
to accommodate fewer people in the office and physical distancing; employees may refuse to work or be
nervous; childcare likely available; schools could be reduced or online; contact with customers limited by
number; above average absences still likely; government subsidies less likely; increased mental health
burdens, expectations high for a return to a more normal state but risk of reverting to lockdown remains

Relaxed Restrictions
Hybrid of employees on-site and employees working from home; need for an office plan to accommodate
people and keep physical distancing, childcare available; schools open;
contact with customers likely still limited by number;
absences slightly above average; likely no government subsidies; aftermath of lockdown may also lead to
higher mental health burdens, fear or resistance to returning to increased restrictions likely, but a possibility

Be Ready to Adapt
Plan for each level and be ready to adapt back and forth as needed

Know how your business
will adapt to each level
and be able to enact
changes quickly

Accept the level of
restriction is out of
your control and
choose to focus on
how you can respond

Compassion is key – for your
employees and for your
customers; what can your
business do to build
relationships and trust?

Leadership is the
most important
business skill for
2020.

Lockdown – Key Considerations
What we experienced March to May, or even tighter restrictions
Remember the purpose of a lockdown is to save lives. Keep your perspective on what is
truly important.
How can you make your business flourish virtually?
Can you embrace the pandemic as a catalyst for positive change? What is the core
function of your business? Focus on how to achieve that.
Take advantage of government programs to help reduce costs, to keep people
employed, and to borrow money.

Restrictions in Place – Key Considerations
Likely the next phase as we see businesses start to re-open
Work schedules – how can you return people back to the office? Alternate days or weeks? Split
shifts?
What protocols will you need? Physical distancing? Cleaning? Entering and exiting the office?
Symptom management?
Communications of expectations and options for dialogue about concerns needed with
employees, customers, & landlords.
Accommodation of employees – if no childcare? No public transportation? Roommates or
families who are ill?

Restrictions in Place – 5 Suggestions
Likely the next phase as we see businesses start to re-open

1. Work schedules: survey your employees for ideas.
2. Virtualization: what else can you do to be virtual?
3. Protocols: what organizations already have these drafted?
Public health? How can you amend versus create.
4. Communications: how often are you connecting with your
employees? You likely need to increase it both in terms of
frequency and invitations to open a dialogue.
5. Accommodation of employees: show compassion; this is out of
the control of employees.

Relaxed Restrictions – Key Considerations
The Post-Pandemic Normal
What schedules and protocols are still needed from the previous level? Which need to
be altered?
Real estate needs? What footprint does your business need? Configuration?
Equipment? Infrastructure? Partitions?
Who needs to be on-site? How can you further virtualize your workplace?
Lessons learned? Be ready in the event of another wave or another pandemic.

Leadership 2020
Difficult times make for great leaders – stand up and accept the challenge
1. Management gets the employees they deserve. Not trusting your
employees is normally a self-fulfilling prophecy.
2. Focus on deliverables and outcomes not work location or scheduled
hours.
3. Compassion is a trait all truly great leaders possess.
4. Revise your strategic plan – you have new information and live in a new
reality (your current plan is outdated).
5. Reprioritize – what actually matters to your business and what is just a
distraction?

Pandemic Administration
Important things to remember
1. Vacation – employees still need time off; being at home is not a vacation.
Employees should be required to take vacation. Carry-over of vacation
days is an unfunded liability.
2. Sign-up sheets are a simple, effective way to manage office space needs.
Where possible, allow employees to self select timings or days versus
assigning them.
3. Fear is real. Regardless of your views on the pandemic, some of your
employees and customers are terrified. How can you make them feel safe?
How can you help them to feel comfortable to tell you what they need to
feel safe in the office?
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